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Anti-Police Brutality Speakers
Teach Baruchians to Stay Alive
Macollvie .Iean-Francois
Copy Editor
In response to recent police
killings of primarily Black and
Latino males in New York City. the
Committee Aganist Police Brutality
hosted a Teach-in Against Pol ice
Misconduct last Wednesday. Its goal
at Baruch v\ as to educate students
about how to act w hen stopped by
police.
The Committee invited members
from various organizations to speak
on the subject.
"Under Giuliani. civil rights and
civil liberties have been suspended."
said Khari Shabazz, a member of
Community Access. Inc. To survive
encounters \\- ith police. Shabazz
advises individuals to stop when
asked and cooperate with orders to
show identification.
As a former police officer. Shabazz
gave several tips of conduct. He tel Is
individuals to explain to officers that
they are expected at a location so that
the officer will know that others will
wonder and try to find out what has
caused the delay. Shabazz also suggests that one should refer to the officer by name and get the badge and
car plate numbers.
Mattia Goodson. a professor in the
Black and Hispanic studies department. organized the event primarily
in fear for her 23-y e a r-o ld son's safeparents' who are afraid that their
innocent child will be harassed. beat
or killed by police.
"The day I brought him from the
hospital. I was thinking of police brutality:' said Goodson. who lives close
to the Bronx neighborhood where
Arnadou Diallo was killed in
February 1999. "Nothing has really
improved."
Goodson shared the dilemma she
and other parents face in teaching her
son how to act towards such authority figures. On one hand. they want
their children to be proud and walk
tal L but they also do not want them to
be killed for insubordination. One
audience member shouted out that
telling youngsters to adhere to police
rules turns them into punks and
makes them lose self-esteem.
Richie Perez. an activist for the
National Congress for Puerto Rican
Rights, said, ....See badge numbers.
remember plates, come back to the
home front and then we go to war."
Throughout the six-hour event, stu-
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Regan Appointed Baruch President

dents.
professors and
visitors
expressed their rage and frustration
with police misconduct in the city.
"We 're at that point right new
where we have no options." said,
Lumumba Bandele, a representative
from the Malcolm X Grassroots
Movement. "It's about survival."
Bandele encourages people to get
inv olved in their communities and
join organizations to combat racism
in the United States. which he deems
the greatest v iolator of human rights
in the world.
Most encouraged students to get
involved in such activities as the anti- ,
police brutality rally on April 5 at
~ 4th Street Union Square.
The panel represented various organizations concerned with social justice. Among the prominent guests
were Jean D. Vernet of the National'
Coalition for Haitian Right? and'
Norman Siegel. director of the New
York Civii Liberties Union.
While speaking on police brutality, ,
many of the guests mentioned other:
problems which they deem relevant I
and connected to that issue. Perez. for:
instance. explained his view that'
excessive police arrests are a part of :
the
pr ison-iridustrial
com plex '
because most orisoners are unemployed people ';ho have low levels of:
education. and they become unpaid '
laborers. Perez also explained that
prison-building is a booming busi-

First Full-Time
President Since
Matthew Goldstein

I

New York since prrsons provide
steady jobs.
Audience members related their
negative experiences with police.
One Black female explained how
she was harassed for walking through
a predominantly 'White neighborhood.
A Latino told the solemn audience
how some police officers once tore
down a basketball hoop in his
Washington, Heights neighborhood
w ithout any explanation. "It gives
you this perception that these people
aren't for you," he said.
As far as correcting the NYPD,
most of the panel ists stated that there
should be a residency requirement for
new recruits. Siegel said that there
should also be a permanent independent counsel to prosecute police bru- ,
tality cases. as well as the joint management of the police department by
community leaders and city adminis- :
trators and the intervention of the federal justice department.
I
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Contributing Writer
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Newly elected Baruch President Edward (Ned) Regan. Regan was chosen by the CUNY board of trustees last monday, he was one of three candidates that were being considered for the school's Presidential position.

Due to a minor computer
glitch in the Baruch computer system. many students wi II be forced to
retake their midterms. Although
school officials refused to comment
on the disaster, an administrator, who
asked to remain anonymous, confirmed that all files had been erased.
The glitch, which took place last
Friday, momentarily shut off all of
the servers and reset the comouter
databases, meaning that whatever
files might have been saved in the

database were erased.
"What am I supposed to do?" asked
Jane Peters, an English professor, "I
had my 'stedents midterm reports on
my server."
Unfortunately the only option left is
to make her students retake their
midterms. Many faculty are being
forced to take that action.
"Admittedly, it is a tough break for
the students but it's either retake
them or take the failing grade," said
Joe Lando, a Psychology professor.
As expected, students are not taking
the news easily. Many can not believe
that such a thing would happen at

See REGAN, Page 3

For University Clubs and Organizations
By Michelle Stern
Guest Contributing Writer

the case.
In New York State
alone I. I 75 student organizations, 'including 60 student
governments, joined together
in a statement supporting the
st ent activity fee. The
Supreme
Court's
:uJing
means that student activity fee
funding will continue tor tens
of thousands of clubs and
organizations at public colleges and universities across
the country.
A copy of the Supreme
Court's decision can be
reached
at
www.carnpusspeech .org.

In a ringing affirmation
of student rights and academic freedom. the Supreme
Court ruled 9-0 on [March
22] that student activity fee
funding can go to support a
wide range of organizations
and activities. The rul ing
overturns all aspects of the
Seventh Federal Circuit
Court's decision that student
activity fees cannot support
organizations or activities The Supreme Court building in Washington D.C~
that are "political" or "ideo- The Court rules that student acitivity fees can be
logical."
used by all clubs and organizations.
Stern is the Chairperson of
This case is an enormous
organizations worked very hard
NYPIRG
victory! New York Public Interest
writing legal briefs to the Court and
Research Group and many other
educating students and others about

Computer Glitch Forees Students 1iD Retake Midterms
Bv
. Hubert Reves
.
News Editor

On March 27, former New
York State Comptroller Edward V.
Reagan w as appointed as Baruch's
next president. Regan is the school's
first permanent president since the
resignation
of
now
CUNY
Chancellor Mathew Goldstein in
May 1998. Since then. Baruch has
been led by Interim Presidents Lois
Cronholm and Sidney Lirtzman.
Regan, selected by the CUNY Board
of Trustees, will begin his tenure on
July ~5.
Lirtzman supports Regan's appointment. .... Mr. Regan is a fine choice to
be President of Baruch College," said
Lirtzman. "He is very well connected
to the political and business establishment of New York and is positioned to mai main the strong
fundraising activities needed by the
college to maintain the level or' quality' and excetfence which has been
built here." Lirtzman continued, "I'm

Baruch.
"I had studied for about 30 hours
last week," whined Lola Shuey. "It's
not fair that we have to retake them!"
After having spent an entire week
worrying and studying, students will,
once again, have to hit the books in
order to retake new versions of their

midterms,
Some blame the outdated Baruch
systems and others blame the teachers for not being smart enough to
save their files on disks, but the truth
is that the glitch was not caused by
the Y2K bug but by the dreaded
AP'kIL FOOL'S bug.
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On March 10. graduating students at
Baruch College got the chance to promote a
very important product, themselves. Twenty
companies' representati ves attended the
Second Annual Marketing Expo. double the
attendees of last year's expo. The number of
students participating in the event also multiplied as more .than 150 students scrambled
to the marketing department to register for at
least 4 ten-minute interviews with recruiters
from such companies as Standard Register.
Time-Warner, and Tiffany & Co.
The execution and coordination of this
event was conducted by the members of the
Business to Business Marketing Society, the
American Marketing Association, and
Advertising Society along with the guidance
of the Career Development Center and
Marketing Department. Participants were
delighted to be able to talk to companies that
are looking for employees in various tie Ids.
"It's very refreshing to talk to companies
who want to hire marketing majors exclusively:' said Victor DeSi Iva, a graduating

Students Approve ofImproving
Bathroom Conditions on Campus

\XlSi\.S_Graduate_Srudies.baruch.cuny#e<,lu

#

with him:'
sure he will provide effective leadership for
Many students feel that Baruch is becomthe college and maintain harmonious relationing an exciting place and are very optimistic
ships with -the faculty and students:'
Regan's credentials seem to fit the profi Ie of about its future. Developments such as the
a quality candidate. After earning degrees . unveiling of the new Subotnik trading floor
and the opening of the new Health Center are
from Hobart College and the State University
two examples of Baruch's progressive initiaof New York School of Law with honors. he
tives.
served as the Executive of Erie County. He
"This college, and CUNY in general. has
went on to hold the position of New York
been working to improve itself over the past
State Compt-r-ol-ler: from 197-9 to ~ 993-, during
several years, and bringing in a president
which he managed billion-dollar funds and
that's gonna be here for several years will defran the state's financial operations.
initely bring a needed sense of stability to the
In terms of academic experience, he has
school,"
says Marc Benathan, ajunior.
held adjunct professorships at SUNY Buffalo,
Regan's appointment comes am id a recent
Canisius College, and the New York
array of changes ocurring within CUNY. In
University Stern School of Business. Regan is
addition to his selection. the Board of
currently a Distinguished Fellow at the
Trustees also chose a new president for
Jerome Levy Institute at Bard College, and
Queensborough Community College and
the Chairman of the Municipal Assistance
expects
to soon fill the vacancies for four
Corporation for the City of New York.
other colleges. Last month, the Board of
Regan also presently serves as a director,
Trustees voted to abolish the long-standing
trustee. or member of Oppenheimer Funds,
unilateral salary structure for CUNY presithe
Committee
for
Economic
Inc.
dents. raising them from $136.661 a year to as
Development,
the
wt,odrow
Wilson
much as $20 I,000, thus attracting higher calInternational Center for Scholars, The
iber candidates worthy of such a competitive
Brookings Institute, and the Continuum
salary..
Health Partners. He has been a Trustee of
Marymount College and New York Law
School as well.
CUNY Board ofTrustees Chairman Herman
Badillo concurs with Lirtzrnan. "Ned Regan
has an extraordinary background well suited
for Baruch College:' stated Badillo in a press
release. "His distinguished career in government, finance, and education will provide the
Baruch student body with exemplary exper- By Nicole Lovell
Senior Staff Writer
tise."
Associate Dean of Student Affairs Ronald
Aaron points out that although Regan comes
In the March 1 issue of the Ticker. it
in with a predominantly political background. was reported that the bathrooms of Baruch
he is by no means inferior to a candidate com- College were deemed below standards and
ing straight out of academia. "The nature of a unsanitary by the students. In an effort to make
college president has now changed. .. said students. faculty and employees aware, the
Aaron. "The president operates more exter- I report was compiled of complaints and comnatty than i:ntemaHy. trying 10 raise funds. ~ ments of students. The overall reaction and
enhance the school's image. and build its rep- r response was that the article was long ~v~~
utation. ~
a~ de~nitely warranted. Students praise t
Durina the week of February 28 a panel of article In hopes of a change.
.
12 stud;nts (six undergraduates ar:d six grad_'
Signs of such a ~hange.an: ~parent. A staff
uates met se
tel with the three final res- f that was onc~ considered invisible or slack has

B)' Tracey Ryan
Contributing Writer
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Students report that bathroom supplies are frequently replenished and the bathrooms are
cleaned on a regular basis. Dara Brown states
that whether coincidental or intentional. the
bathrooms appear to be cleaner.
"I was surprised that after the article was
printed. the soap and paper towel dispensers
were replaced and frequently restocked" said
Brown.
Desha Brown, a junior with discernment for
the odor and~ filthy conditions, the bathrooms.
are slowly improving.... see a little change but
it still needs work."
The overall consensus of the students is that
the students need to be cleaner. Some. who have

NBC Operations Manager Offers
Advice to Aspiring Journalists at Baruch
B;.

Media Ariana
Staff Writer
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a black man. "You have to work twice as hard
to get recognition, but if you can see it. believe
it. you can achieve anything you want:'

attended New Paltz, a SUNY college in upstate
New York, where he majored in speech communications. Sizemore took his one passion.
uF{ard work - brings success," ~sa::t1itt1d--Sizemere-Felated-his--experience-i-n---the--news--~-Pbotography+
and turned it into hts first wife: a
Clayton Sizemore. As the field operations manindustrv. He stated that the news business is
career.
ager, he is the pilot of all operations behind the
stressf~1 to .the point that peopleso selfAfter graduation Sizemore found his new life
absorbed, they act like robots. However,
outside of his home state. He worked all over
scenes of NBC's news broadcasts.
Sizemore believes passion, drive, soul and
Sizemore still finds a way to remain calm and
the country in small markets before returning to
collected'even in complicated situations. He - the- premier market of New York.
dedication are the heart. blood and guts of suecessful journalism.
focuses on other important facets of his life to
The bottom li~e is this: he loves his job. "In
Sizemore's hunger and love was brought to
keep his composure.
order to have a meaningful career, you must
Baruch at a Black History Month event spon·'1 love rnv kids. and 1 love God, which keeps
have passion for it. A genuine love that you .
sored bv the Electronic Media Club as he talked
me focused> he said. "Now 1 am here to give don't want to leave the newsroom to go home.
•
iv in career.
~
back some of the things 1 have learned:'
If you're not in irfor love. then what are you

are

CDntact~ <:~~
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Sizemore. an African-American male, feels
that the hardest job in America is that of being
~ 2DOC

cee grafx

College life for Sizemore was a nice umpy
cushion in preparation for the real world. He

A Generation
•
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'-'",,"-~.A. Brokaw's

Ne\VBook
By Media Ariana
Staff Writer

Tom Brokaw,
anchor
for
NBC's
----'----

idential candidates. Nicholas Henry. Irwin
plete change will happen only when students
"Thank you for the help ofthe 15th floor bathEngelman and Regan. Although the general
room but there are still others like 18th street," improve their habits.
consensus within the group was that Regan
"Unless there is a custodian in the bathroom
said one student in Helpline. "They are trying
was best fit for the position, many members
like 24 hours. they will still be filthy" said Pam,
though because I am here like 9 o' c lock in the
doubted that he would be chosen in light of :
a junior,
morning and I see them arguing to make sure
Engelman's strong ties to Baruch. Since
the bathrooms are clean."
Engelman is a Baruch alumnus and current
Chairman of the Baruch College Fund. they
suspected he might win Goldstein's endorsement. Therefore. many of them were surprised when learning of Regan's appointment
and the fact that it was supported by
Goldstein.
President of the Undergraduate Student
Government Sara Garibaldi expressed her
happiness with the choice of Regan. A member of Presidential Search Committee which
narrowed the applicant pool to those three
finalists. she was pleased to know that he was
the students' choice.
"Now it's time for Baruch to start moving
forv.. ard," said Garibaldi. "I'm really looking 15th Floor Men's aethro"m et 360 PAS. Although Beruch bethrooms ere looking cJeanler,
forward to it. I think Baruch's in good hands students still feel thet there is room for improvement. (PhotolHubert Reyes)
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marketing major. "I've attended a fe\\- job
fairs and on-campus recruitment events, and
the majority of job openings \\- ere in
accounting and finance:'
Sharon Hofstetter, also a marketing senior,
agrees. "Some people believe that marketing
students don't get as many job opportunities
as a finance or accounting major," said
Hofstetter. It's nice to have a fair just for us
to prove them wrong:' Unlike most job fairs,
each student was able to hav e the attention
of the recruiter for at least ten minutes, forming a better rapport than a faceless resume
would:'
Company representatives were pleased
with both the students that they interv iewed
and the efficiency of the event. First-time
attendees said they \\- ould gladly come back
next year. Those who only signed up tor part
of the day said that they would stay the
entire day for Marketing Expo 200 I.
Many students have already gotten call
backs for additional. in-depth interviev.. s
with company representatives they met with
at the Expo. The event gave marketing students the comforting fact that even though
there are jobs out there.
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News. was in
the
Baruch
neighborhood
at Barnes &
Nobles
to
promote his
latest novel,
The Greatest
Generation
Speaks. a few
weeks ago.
The book is
compiled of letters dating back to the World
War II era from soldiers, family members
and friends who lived and died during the
war.
"[This book] has touched a chord in every
generation," said Brokaw. It brings back
memories for people who were alive then
and gives modern youth a taste of life during
the Great Depression.
Appearing along with Brokaw were tour
panelists: Vincent Devito, Patricia Dorf,
Herbert Owens and Barbara Peterson.
Each of them read excerpts of their letters
to the silent attentive audience. All of the letters exhibited a willingness to sacritice for
the United States, belief in values, and love
that can span over continents and waters.
The stories are also an indelible experience
to learn about. They teach about sacrifice
and suffering in the name of patriotism.
Herbert Owens. for example. sought haven
in America when Hitler annexed Austria.
Owens calls North America "the greatest
continent on this planet:' After becoming an
American citizen, he returned to Austria to
fight in the war as an American soldier.
Choosing which letters to use was a arduous task for Brokaw. In fact. Brokaw claims
to still receive letters from those hoping for a
Greatest Generation Speaks II. Brokaw said
he might consider a different angle and focus
~
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Writing can be a lot of fun. Did you ever try
to develop characters? Did you ever try to kill
time unsuccessfully? Well I came up with a list
of things to do, namely hobbies. I am not talking about shopping all day. I am talking about
something producti ve in the future. I will share
one of these things to do, the habit of developing
characters.
Writing can be a very lucrative hobby. In fact
many writers employed in film and television
simply took a course and off they went. Many
are now strikingly rich. I could give you an
exhaustive list, but instead let me get into the
hobby of writing.
We all know that writing can be very creative.
Creativity is inborn,. but could also be enhanced.
One good start is writing a journal every day.
This habit can save you from some trouble by
keeping you in house instead of out.
According to the book, 21 st Century Guide To
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Improving Your Writing, characters, "or people
in a work of fiction, are vitally important to its
development." Creating characters as a habit,
thu~. makes you an interesting character yourself. I have not heard of anyone doing this. I
don't intend to claim that I am the only one with
this idea but it IS a fun thing to do. And like the
old adage goes. "you never know."
While having funcreating these characters.
you get to stud) them. Do they identify with
~ ou? Do they like you? Do you like them?
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Fun

And No One Knows Into What That Can Turn
B}' Germania Vasquez
Features Editor
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Taking into account that this is your creation:
you are free to experiment. Characters can be
flat, uninteresting ones. They can be round
characters. The latter means that the characters
are unpredictable. You can create dynamic characters. those whose personalities or attitudes
change. Your characters can also be static.
meaning that they remain virtually the same.
It is interesting to play with different characters. I once read that the theme for The Matrix
was "freedom." The characters used were tailored to this theme. For example, there was the
oracle, a person who foretells the future. The
presence of this character symbolizes that freedom does not exist. The fact that our future is
already predestined makes no time for us to do
as we please. Every move we make is already
written.
.On the other hand, the character of Neil sym-.
bolized freedom. How so? He did not know he
was the one. Nevertheless, when he believed it.
it turned out he was. The oracle had said to him
that he was not the one. But being the one is like
being in love, no one can tell you you're in love.
you just know it. In fact the reason the oracle
could not determine Neil was the one was
because Neil was a free being. and thus free of
'her radar.
Through the exam ination of the characters in
The Matrix, you can visualize how characters
are used in a story and how vitally important
they are. Developing a habit of creating characters- could be a- promising Iiobby.

Illustration by Oleg Perelman

Raghu's Philosophy Corner
By Raghu Bommasamudran
Senior Staff Writer

behefs as Jews.
He wrote about ethics (what is right versus
wrong). logic (pertaining to true and false state-

After months of pondering whether or not to
bring the comer back into existence and com109 to no conclusion. one of our Features
Editors. Hasani. decided to take things into his
own hands and "persuade" me in his own edi- .
tor-like style to write the column. Anyway. I
conSIdered writing about the philosophical concepts of a variety of religions. but decided it
would be too demanding in terms of research;
in addition. I may inadvertently offend some
readers by either leaving out an important piece
of information or misinterpreting a given passage. Perhaps, I will take this up regardless of
these obstacles, but not now. By the way, if any
of you. the readers. would like me to pursue
this. then contact me via e-mail. at
raghu27@excite.com
and let me know.
Otherwise, I may stick with laStsemesterrs-format of alternating between philosophies and I~'~-'·~·~~~:""!·O:-"--:'-~~~~~~"""'I
philosophers.
Aristotle, Greek plulosopber (384-322 B.C.)
.

I would like to start off the column with a discussion about the early phIlosopher Aristotle,
one of the most well-known of his time. One
may wonder why there is so much acclaim for
this incredible individual. who lived before
Jesus Christ and whose ideas are studied by
countless students in universities throughout
the world. He has been considered a "wise
pagan" by the religious for his contributions to
humanity. The reason he is referred to as a
pagan is because he did not hold the same

ments). psychology. physics and zoology (the
study of animals). His views on what should-be'
the purpose of our lives, the importance of scientific inquiry (observation and reason) and
what is ethical Ilave helped humans in the past
millennium and may in many ways continue
to
The purpose of our lives. according to
Aristotle. is to be happy. In order to live in such
a state, we must perform our main function.

Thus, to be happy, we must reason. Just as the
function of a car is to get you from pomt A to
point B. the function of a human being is to reason. The fact that humans are the only ..species
which is capable of this made it easy for him to
make such an assertion~ He once said that a
human being is ..the rational animal."
The invention and comprehension of science
and mathematics, which make up the building
blocks of today's infrastructure. are CruCial.
For example, without calculus, bridges could
not be built. It clearly follows that there IS a
direct relationship between the emergence of
civilization and reason. There are so many
examples that support this generalization .
Even in the earlier parts of human history,
agrarian societies came about over 10.000
years ago and without the ability to reason. people would not have been able to increase the
food supply to the degree that they have from
-mose times onward.
Aristotle strived to understand change and
motion in the universe. He begged to differ
from his teacher, Plato. who argued that our
world is full of so much change that we could
- never attain knowledge of it. - -- Aristotle came up with four causes to explain
how things come into existence. The first is the
material cause. In other words. what is the thing
made of? For example. the material cause of a
sculpture is its clay.
The second cause is the fonnal cause. It is the <:)
pattern, inode, or structure that a thing is based'
upon. For the sculpture. it is the shape of what-

ever it is a replication of.
The efficient cause is the third one and It
answers the question: how did it come into
existence? For the sculpture, it is the sculptor
and his/her tools.
Lastly, the final cause is its purpose. To
Anstotle, every object or bemg has a purpose.
This includes even Inanimate objects such as
rocks. If a rock were to fall to the,.ground from.
say. a cliff, It IS because It wants to .,Sclentlsts
from Newton's times onward reject this cause
because there is a different explanation for thIS
"behavior." It is known as gravity.
Aristotle thought that the question of what IS
ethical and what is not simply depends upon the
Situation; an ethical act is one that is not at
either extreme. For example, to be selfish is the
opposite extreme to being selfless. One who
acts in between the two extremes is one who
strives to be virtuous. It may seem like a partICular individual is--being selfish if he-gives. a tiny
percentage of his income away to charity.
However. suppose that he or she is poor. Then.
this perception is really invalid. In fact, his or
her act may be deemed selfless. In other words.
what is mom merely vanes from- situation to
situation. Lastly, according to a web-sIte
(http://www.wsu.edu:80801-deelGREECFJAR
IST.HTM): "every action needs to be judged
according to all the relevant circumstances and
situation. Aristotle called judging actions in this
manner. 'equity,' and equity is the foundation
of modem law and justice."
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The Inheritance of a New President
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\'bit a camnus
buildinu les-, welt-endowed. however, and the demeanor of our securitv changes. Whether a function O!'
.
pooriy -designed security posts. trairung. or just prioritization of effort. Baruch security's professional attitude. along with
other triing«. g()c-; righ: PUl the window.
-'

"-

Baruch i~ making strides hn\ ard- her ~l)<.i: l): improv ing the quality uf its offered education and its degree. The 5600 rn iliior: spent on a nev, academic cornnlcx. the oncrnnc of the Subotnick Trading Floor, the elegance of the 25th street building.
.
.
-the reintroduction l)( academic standard, and the professional dedication shown every day by the many hundreds of Baruch
employees and sccur ny officers all auest II.) this tact. And it is exactly this progress which makes the lack of professionalism
sha.\\ n hy a mmor nv or Baruch's security corps so painfully obvious. The first impressions given by them to visitors. students
and all who come Into contact \\ rth Baruch arc misrepresentati\e and a discredit to the tlne work that the yast majority ot our
Security otliccrs ha\·c dl)lle. and contIn~le to dl). for the Baruch community.

-

-

Stocks, Trades and Another Piece of the New Baruch
As our 5600 million academic complex mln·es closer and closer to completion. it is the opening of the Subotnick Financial
"SerYices Center that mav end up lea\ ing more of an impact
on future -generations of .......graduates. Congratulations are in order
..
to the corporate sponsors of the stock trading floor. to CLJ\:Y and Baruch administration members and especially to Interim
President Sidney Lirtzman. without v,,;hom the idea for the center \\"ould never have come to pass. And our gratitude and thanks
w Stuart SuootnicK. '62. and fellow aiumni Hert and Sandra \Vassennan. whose generous contributions brought the center to
life. FeatUr1;lg a multitude of hi-tech. hands-on training. tools. the center is the perfect complement to the Zicklin school and
the perfect addition to a college with such a high proportion of business located so close to the financial center of the world.
Praise for the work in recruiting corporate sponsors for the center. w·hich count Compaq. Nortel, NASDAQ, the New York
Stock Exchange and \1errill Lynch amongst its ranks. must also be forwarded, for the most part. to the office of the interim
president. \\I'hat began as a project lacking for sponsorship interest culminated in a ribbon-cutting ceremony last week which
attracted such luminaries as Speaker of the City Council Peter Vallone. CUNY Chancellor Matthew'Goldstein and representatives from almost all of the Center's participating corporate sponsors.
According to Director Bruce \\;eber. the center is part of the .oNe\v Baruch" that will help students to compete with their
Ivy League counterparts.
May the old Baruch rest in peace..
-'
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Riots...
I am distraught, as are many. over the recent
killings of various unarmed minority males by
the police department of our "fair" city. but our
emotions must be kept focused. Saturday's
funeral procession-turned-protest-turned-riot
should make us all ashamed.
This will
strengthen Giuliani's opposition to the general
public's wishes. We also owe our police force
more respect than what was given! Policing is
one of the most difficult and important occupations in our society. Attacking normal people.
who have families, and are ensuring our liberty to the First Amendment will not right the
injustices completed by the officers who were,
at the very least, negligent.
We must continually show our humanity.
clear mindedness and fairness which will make
us the better person in situations like these. I
would have felt horrible if I were part of the
protest, knowing that numerous officers suffered broken limbs. head injuries, and even
. glass shards lodge within eyes. Violence only
begets violence. I'd like to extend mv extreme
~
concern. good wishes, and sympathy for all
injured in the riots, especially the police officers. Please don't mistake this as an apology to
the emotions. only to the actions of the crowd.
What will we do when there is no one willing
to protect us if we add the fear of the public to
the I ist of occupational deterrents?
Please let'sremember at whom it is we must
focus our anger: Mayor Giuliani for his unwilling.ness to. by any means, understand the outcry of his constituents; and the NYPD manage-
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ment for practicing bias policies and not providing adequate training for subduing with as
little force as possible. We cannot affect the
way our opponents handle the issue but we
must use what has worked for us countless
times: peaceful retaliation such as civil disobedience. Was the only positive achievement by
the riots the media exposure? I support Rev,
Sharpton's call for federal intervention concerning the police structure. Why? Because I
believe we are pass the point where we can
remedy the problem ourselves. Giuliani has
proven time and time again that he cannot be
impartial. so we must depend on the Justice
Department.
Jorge Ruiz

Sick and Tired.•.
Banach Techs Tax Time
Hi there,
With the recent creativity undergone by the
Baruch computer lab on the 6th floor/25th
Street. students are currently suffering from
not being able to have access to individual
.
prmters when they-need them.
Students now have to circle around the designated printing stations in order to print out
their work. and this is trulv absurd. This "innovation" slows down the simple task of printing
out stuff, and to make matters worse, a lot of
~
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The Bursar's Office Just Sucks, It
Has Nothing To Do With ,Racism.
Dear Sir,
In the issue of The Ticker dated March 13,
2000, a fellow student wrote a letter entitled
"Rocket Science at the Bursars Office" in
which the complaint was made about the poor
quality of service rendered by those people
who worked in the bursar's office. The letter
started off quite effectively but then it deteriorated into almost the same kind of insensitive
garbage that the writer was complaining about.
I AGREE WITH THE WRITER THAT THE
PEOPLE IN THE BURSAR'S OFFICE ARE
VERY INSENSITIVE AND DISRESPECTFUL.
However, I could not believe that the letter
writer went from expressing a legitimate complaint about that problem to one of accusing
the people there of racism. To compound matters. the author shows the same sort of racism
when the statement is made that the "black
lady (old and fat) at the window patronizes
everv Asian student with her hardlv understandable Caribbean accent." . This person
might not realize it but ·that statement is one
that smacks of discrimination against black
people in general and against Caribbean people
in particular. Asians and Caribbean people
both have accents, So, why not just make the
case about the poor service and leave the

-

-

racism thing out of it? Ifone feels that there is
discrimination against Asians why not just say
that instead of resorting to accusing Caribbean
people?
I have to wonder if the person who was being
disrespectful was white. if this student woutd,
have been so quick to jump on their race. I am
a minority student too. I n fact. I am from the
Caribbean (Jamaica) and I am saddened to see
how minorities tend to be so negative towards
each other when, actually, we are not each
other's enemies. We are all in the same boat.
We live in a white man's country and only by
uniting against injustice in all forms will we
make life better for ourselves. Remember that
we. or our parents. chose to come here to live.
Come on, friend! The service at the bursar's
office sucks but let's not make this into a race
thing! Finally. I note that the person felt that
The Ticker might not publish their letter.
Considering all that this paper has donc Yo
speak out on injustices at Baruch. that just
shows that th is person has some real personal
issues to deal with. The author mentions being
in this school for four years so far. Four y ears
of college has not made a difference? WO\V ~
Donovan Wilson
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Security: First Impressions, Lasting Impressions
Regardless of how you look at things, first impressions are often lasting impressions. People are creatures of habit. forming opinions first. revising those opinions second, and recognizing that the truth usually lies at a point in between. Applied to
social relationships, this is not necessarily a problem; when applied to institutions and other inanimate objects with which
social interaction can be difficult, first impressions can be troubling and misrepresentative.
According to statistics from the NYPD's 13th Precinct, the Baruch and Gramercy neighborhood ranks as one of the safest
and incident-free neighborhoods in the city. According to incident reports (or the dearth of security reports on file) from
Baruch College Security, and compared to other Manhattan campuses, which have dealt in the past with murdered security
officers and radioactive materials being found in dorm rooms. our campus must rank as one of the safest and most incidentfree campuses in the city as well.
Baruch Security deserves praise and respect, not only for its record and the efficient manner in which it ensures the safety of Baruch students and the integrity of Baruch's ever-modernizing facilities. but also for shouldering the additional burdens
which come with having office buildings for classrooms. Our elevators require constant supervision, our lobbies need careful
management at peak class hours, and the vast majority of Baruch security officers are a credit both to themselves and to our
school in terms of their friendliness and professionalism.
It is exactly this sparkling record of safety and this professionalism exhibited by the majority of Baruch security officers
which make the exceptions so particularly glaring and worrisome.
First impressions of Baruch should be of a campus aspiring to become the jewel in the CUNY crown. of a campus whose
glittering new facilities are matched by the dedication and professionalism of those who make it run.
Instead. visitors to Baruch are treated to the sight of security officers eating spaghetti while on duty.
We have security postings which force officers to stand while checking the ID of every entering student. We have a security alcove in the 18th street building which at times appears to be more clubhouse than representative of Baruch College. \\ire
have officers whose body language signals more contempt than respect for passerby. What we have. in essence, is the learned
. behaviors of a few that are fast becoming a liability to the achievements and professionalism of the many.
Contrast this to the professionalism exhibited bv
Baruch
' .securitv
. . officers at the entrance to the Newman Librarv buildina
and the 22nd street administrative building. IDs are checked by microchip. Security is placed strategically. in dignified posts.
Courtesv. nut ':l)ld indifference. is the rule. And It could appear. h) the layperson. that the professionalism of Baruch security
.i Lb t rnigh: he JireCl.l)- proportional to the probabilny ot the President. Prov OS1 or even Anita Newman herself walking past at
any g.lyen moment..

...__.-

Vanessa Singh
Executive Editor
ticker artsia scsu baruch.cunv.edu
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At1er years of committees. searching ana waiting. Baru~h finally has its new president. Chosen 15yHennan
i
CUNY Board of Trustees. Edward Regan's credentials are nothing if not impressive. Particularly accomplished in both realworld and academic directorship of business and financial interests. he is inheriting a college already described by the media
as '·CL~NY's flagship." But instead of the traditional blender, he Tl be receiving a brand-new campus as a housewarming gift.
Compounding matters, if the praise heaped upon Baruch by the CUNY Office of University Relations is any indicator. Mr.
Regan stands to inherit a school with nationally ranked programs. partnerships with companies like Merri II Lynch and
Reuters. and deserving of mention in the same sentence alona with Harvard Universirv.
What a difference a Middle States accreditation visit makes.
Without a doubt. Mr. Regan is inheriting a college poised on the brink of its renaissance. Our location in the heart of the
financial capital of the world. our large alumni base well-placed throughout the city. our diversity and our relatively low
tuition all combine to give Baruch comparative advantages compared with other New York City colleges. And thanks largely to the efforts of those administrators who have come before him, and whose plans have only now truly started to bear fru~t.
the face of Baruch is radically different from what it was only 5 years ago. Interim presidents have done their share and more
in directing Baruch to this point: the stewardship of this inheritance now rests with Mr. Regan. It remains to be seen what he
can do with it.
~

.
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tunny how Census Day falls on April Fools
dav. IL-- make .vou wonder who is being fooled
especially when it comes to the Census. What is
the Census? The Census is the process by which
tne Federal Government counts the population of
the United States.
. \\·hy bother counting how many people are in
the United States? Well. the Founding Fathers in
their infinite wisdom detennined that the best
\.. ay to divide up the federal pie is to go out and
count each and every single person in each state
thereby getting an accurate count and making
sure that the resources are distributed equally. I
won't mention that non-white persons werer:'t
originally counted as one whole person. but tha:
argument is for another time.
\\"hat I am trying to convey to you my readers
is that this is a once in a decade opportunity. The
Census is done every ten years. If you aren't
counted this year then 2019 will be your next
opportunity, but why wait until then to be counted.
People the most important event happening this
year outside of the Presidential election is the
Census. The Census is the process by which your
representatives in Congress fight for funding for
puhlic.schoo~ hospitals, job creation. and social
services. There is a severe overcrowding in the
NYC public school system. There aren't enough
resources available to giNe each child an adequate
education, \Ve can rectifY this situation if we
come out in force and represent on paper the
numbers we represent. Why is it that Blacks.
Hispanics and Asians were under-counted in the
last census, and whites over-counted? The City
~

TJ."f'
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Council has never had an Asian member. If you
don't think political representation is directly
related to the Census you are sadly mistaken.
The Census is relatively simple. The forms
should already be in your house. If your parents
don't want to fill them out. then fill them out
yoursel\:es. Often times illegal immigrants think.
that the infonnation supplied will be used to
deport them. This is false. The law states that the
information will be used solely for the purpose of
By Damian Griffin
determining an accurate count of the population.
Staff Writer
There are laws on the books that will be used to
prosecute individuals who use the infonnation for
Gun control has come into the news once
any other purpose than what is required. Do the
again. It never fails to have some reievance in
right thing. be counted.
presidential elections, recent incidents like the
Stuff.
latest school shooting in Atlanta have brought
With another tragic death of an unanned innoit to the fore without any need for a campaign
cent man bv a member of the NYPD Rudv
strategy. The talk of legislators is of gun locks
Giulliani has once again proven that he does not
and waiting periods. but the more sage of our
have e the ability to reach out beyond his core
citizenry have a more radical idea that would
constituencies. This incident was a opportunity
truly alter the face of out society: Mandatory
for the current mayor to have reached out to the
Concealed Weapons. Every citizen must poscommunity who feels that excessive force is onlv
sess and carry concealed at least one fire ann
used in their commUnity. Instead of coming out
at all times. There needs to be some dialog
and trying to reassure the community that he will
about the age of the carrier and what. if any.
face them and open up a dialogue and discussion
training should be given. I can prove. using just
on this issue he chose to instead slander a dead
two recent incidents that events would have
man. It seems that the mayor denies that we are
been different had MCW been in place. I will
all hwnan and as of such, citizens as well as
also demonstrate how our daily lives would
poli_ce officers are prone to ~rrors. All the mayor
improve. __ . _. __
had to·do was acknowledge this and try to bridge
In Michigan, just a few short weeks ago, a
the gap between the police and the community.
first grader was shot and killed by another first
instead the chose to vilify instead of heal, . grader. This would have been prevented had
Demagogue instead of dialogue. I will say now
the teacher. as required under MC\V for
what one prominent US Senator when running , teacher certification. been carrying a pistol (in
for office New Yorkers deserve a Senatorial seat
a shoulder strap, out of student reach) and
than we can be proud of. Let him pay in
passed the "Student Disabling Technique,"
November. I say enough is enough.
which would have allowed her to shoot and
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wound the assailant before he squeezed otT his
fatal round.
Now take yourselfback to a certain vestibule
of a Bronx building one evening. Amadou
Diallo is attempting to enter his home when he
realizes that two large men are approaching
him at a rapid, menacing pace. He turns. arm
extended, and is murdered in a hail of 41 shots,
19 of which hit him. Lying next to him is a
firearm. given to him by the "Welcome to
NYC" committee sponsored by Smith and
Wesson." Yes. he is still dead. but there is no
controversy and no long court battle. The
police were correct in their presupposition. as
they always will be.
For my own part. I would feel better knowing that I had a .45 under my jacket every time
a cabby comes too close to me in the crosswalk. or somebody is rude on the subway. It
would be a kinder. gentler NYC with the
motto, "Be nice. or you will be shot."
Please. fellow citizens. join us in taking the guns out of the hands of criminals. and putting
them in our own. Let us arm our selves for a
safer world for our children.
Egomet mi'ignosco
Damian Griffin
Center for Priapic Studies

thDSe-oLth~indlvidualwriters, and do nQillecessarily repre.~en,t tl.l~0-R-inions of The Tic.k.~r_eJii.torialstaff. The Ticker acc~ts onlv

typew·;itten a~d ~igned opinion pieces ~f ~o m~re than 750 wor~s from Baruch ~ollege studer:ts. Publication of Op-Ed artide~ is contingent. upon ~ editorial board vote. Le~ters
must be no more that 350 words, typewritten and signed. UnsIgned letters will not be published, However, when appropnate, names will be WIthheld upon request. Wnters
should provide day and evening telephone numbers. All submissions are subject to editing for space and darity. Address all opinion pieces and letters to the Op-Eds editor.
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Deferring taxes with
i TIAA-CREF [an be so
I rewarding, you'll wonder
why you didn't do it sooner.
1

Surrounding .Immigrant Busines~es
Reflect Baruch's Student Population
Growing Immigrant Population Contributes Significantly to U.S. Economy
immigrants were more likely to be selfemployed than natives. However, in more
recent times, this has not been the case.
Camarota's 1997 study found that there was
no significant difference between the percentage of the immigrant population that is entrepreneurial and that of the native-born.
Statistically, the presence of immigrants
has no effect on the· overall level of entrepreneurship in the United States, stared
Camarota. His research reveals that in 1997,
11.7 percent of all adults (including immi-

By Dan A. Abrams
Business Writer
One of thp. fasw:>t ways to build a reriremenr rH:"~a ~9q i~<
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investment performance, bolstered by our commitment to

$41,232
531,933

keeping expenses low, and you have more money \vorking

S13~052

for you.

51t609

50 why ""<sit? Let us hefp you build a comfort..=tble retirement
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today with tax-deferred SRAs.

ve«

think you wiU find it rewarding

in the years to com€'.
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10 YEARS

lDVEARS

countries,
with 90 different cultures
and
ethnic
backgrouds,
were enrolled at Baruch.
AccoRiiftg to tHe /996 Slmislic6l·-Yem:booJc
ofthe Immigration and Naturalization Service
there are 800,000 to 900,000 legal immigrants
and an estimated 420,00Q illegal immigrants
that settle permanently in this country each

In this hypothetical uample. setting aside 5100 a manth
in a tax·deferretJ ilM!St1nl!nt with in 8% return in a
28~~ tax bril:kd shews benet gl'DWtb than the !&ame
net amount put hun a saviftg$ iJlc:lI1mt)

w w w t iaa rref orq
c

v

likely to be se"employed, but recently this has not been
the case.

v
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Re-q~z;r-ed -

little difference between the entrepreneurship
of natives and immigrants as groups, there are
substantial differences between immigrants
from different parts ofthe world. For instance,
immigrants from the Middle East, Europe and
East Asia have the highest self-employment
rates and incomes, while immigrants from
Central America and the Caribbean have the
lowest rates and incomes. It seems as though
education levels and duration of stay in 'the
United States are factors that contribute to
some differences between immigrant groups,

•5..£<:...... .",-.1 n~f ~'c.>L/.'.?.?

,Re"..",·z~7'7"Ze .Re-C"£:>77'Z7?'Zer7.aed
~e..f,..e~"'16""'~"ZIS ~~LL .T:I~ ..s,-'e;rved

<:::r~
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grants) were self-employed. This number does according to Camarota. He did say, however,
that .cultur.e and other. factors play an impor.not .cbange -SigniflCaDtly- if .the Dumber--is
tant
rote in entrepreneurship as well.
changed. There is ·atso no signifrcant differ- .
Although Camarata's study revealed that
ence in the number of workers employed by
immigrant and native entrepreneurs when New York City has the most diverse group of
immigrants throughout the nation, immigrants
studying the 86 percent of native and 87 percent of immigrant-operated businesses usually concentrate in their own ethnic neighborhoods in order to live in a culture similat to
- - employmg fewer than 10 workers.
Immigrant entrepreneurs do not signifi- their own. They usually establish businesses
within these communities, and by doing so.
cantly affect the mix of business in the U.S.
experience a lot of customer support from
economy, according to Camarata. Based on
the distribution of self-employed immigrants their own ethnic groups, which helps conacross industries, the types of businesses start- tribute to the success of many recent immied by immigrants and natives are very similar. grants.
Camarota also stated that although there is

year. It also mentions 'that the immigrant population is growing rapidly, and has been doing
so for the past 20 years, contributing significantly to the U.S. economy. In fact, many pe0ple seem to believe that there- are more immigrant-owned businesses in the City than
native-owned. But is this the case?
The Center for Immigration Studies in
Washington, D.C. is the nation's only resource
devoted exclusively to research and conducting policy analysis of economic, social, demographic and other impacts of immigration on
the United States. It is a non-partisan, nonprofit organization founded in 1985. Much of
the Center's analysis of immigration issues has
been carried out according to ethnic, business
or foreign-policy interest.
It is the mission of the Center to "expand
the base of public knowledge and understanding of the need for an immigration policy that
gives first concern to the broad national interest."
In relation to this, Dr. Steven Camarota,
the Center's director of research, published a
study in January 2000 called, The Myth of
Immigrant Entrepreneurship: An Examination
of Self-employment, which contains detailed
research on the demographics of immigrant
entrepreneurship within the country.
Camarota mentioned that through his.
research he found no difference between the
proportion of immigrants and native-born
Americans who own businesses in the United
States.
However: Camarota noted that this may
not necessarily be so in the City. He mentioned that a study done in 1964 showed that

'
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Trading Floor Opens Its Doors to the 21st Century
Dara A. Abrams

Business WriteL __ _

.

_.'

_

_

After much suspense and anticipation. the Trading Floor officially
opened for business..
On March 28, the Subotnick Financial Services Center located on the
first floor of the 25th street building was inaugurated. The Center an
assimilated trading floor created for Baruch students to experience the
financial markets first hand, has received a lot of attention since it started construction in October. 1 9 9 9 . :
The event was attended by representatives from companies of the:'{' .
Center's major contributors. including Compaq, Nortel Networks,
Reutors, Sky Tech. Daktronics, Merrill Lynch, NYSE, Gruntal &
Company and Nasdaq. Baruch faculty and students were also present.
Although the Center has been inaugurated, it is not yet ready for use.
It is scheduled to be completed for use in the Summer 2000.
Among the speakers at the function were Interim President Sidney I.
Lirtzrnan. Speaker of the City Council Peter Vallone, Chancellor of
CUNY and former President of Baruch Mathew Goldstein and the
Director of the Center Professor Bruce Weber.
-,

The three main contributors to the Center, Stuart Subotnick and
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Bert ~nd Sandra Wasserman, who are also alumni of the school, gave preas well.
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(Above) Attendees of opening ceremonies for the Subotnlck Financial Serv~ Center try out state-of-the-art
equipment. The Floor includes six flat-screen computers and four televisions with live feed. (PhotolDavi
Rangsiratanakul)
(Below) The completed Bert W. and sandra Wasserman Trading Roar. The Floor will be available to everyone In
Summer 2000. (PhotolBaruch Press)

2000 University Studen~.
Senate-Collegiate Merit Av#ards

Phi! Lync.h, ex:cutiv~ vice president a~d. national. sales director of Reuters,
mentioned m an mtervrew for NY I that It IS better If students get a chance to
learn a~ut the marke~ and make the mistakes in school rather than making
those mistakes on the Job.
Days after the Center was inaugurated students were walking in and out,
inquiring about its facilities, equipment and availability. Weber is pleased
about all of the attention and curiosity the Center has sparked.
Weber explained that the Center is representing the "New Baruch" because
it is allowing Baruch students the opportunity to compete with other Ivy
League schools. He also mentions that since Baruch is a state-funded school
and state grants can not support the Center. they had to go to Baruch Alumni
to get donations.
The contributions for the Center totaled about $2 million dollars and will
cost an average of a quarter of a million dollars annually to maintain.

Bert Stiller-

~enna Effn,art

Edvvar-d Nortor

Keeping the I ait

CUNY's University Student Senate is providing
the opportunity for up to three Baruch undergraduate or graduate students to be selected as
recipients of a S1 000 competitive academic

I" -

scholarship

for

the

fall

2000

.>.,..:-"
.:.-

semester.

Applicants must currently be enrolled for a minimum of six undergraduate or three credits of
g.raduate course work and possess a minimum
cumulative grade point average of. 3.5. One
must also have completed between 24 and 96
credits as an undergraduate, or between nine
and 24 credits as a graduate student. Applicants

.

~--

must plan to be enrolled for the fall of 2000
semester to be eligible for consideration. An
application packet can be secured, from the
Office of the Dean of Students, Room 1702, 360
PAS through April 18th. Completed applications
must be submitted to the Office of the Dean of
Students by 5pm,Tuesday, May 2, 2000.
Touchtone Pictures and The Ticker invite you and a guest to a screening of
Keeping the Faith on April 11th and April 12th. Pick up your complementary passes good for two at the Ticker Office 360 I?AS Rm 1522. Hurry. supplies are limited!
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Baseball Team On Fire
By Kenyatta Pious
.Sports Editor

Ihe men's baseball team is on a roil. Ihe
team 1:- now 0-2 overall. 1-0 in ct :\:Y and 2-2
::1 the Knick Conference.
\..lore i rnprcsx: \ c is that the team beat rl\ <.11.
Ramapo. 4-3 during. this ~~~iJ. Ramapo crnbar:"lSSeL! Baruch l~l:,t ) cur. dcfcut ini; the
<tatcsrncn in a i ~-2 rout. Ramapo \\,is 'i.
nut ion at lv ranked team last ) car.
lhc win il~alnst RamaC10 \\a:-. extra xncc ial
r.ccau-,c the team did not ria) three (II ,b
-tartcrs. rum Belmonte. :\Jam Botti~iieri and
~:"<lnl-.. i3runner \\ ere all rclcuatcd to the SIJeLnes uuc [0 iruuncs.
Peter P:lrK stepped up and pitched a comructe
:_:',~11C !':lrh allowed o nlv on c carried run (ire'.!
\. ;..:;''''In :,11 ,1 monstrous horner that \\,is inc
\\ hen cucrrcd, Coach Sc ott l.oschc - imni .
,r'ltcl1. ":\" a team \\ c can ncv cr he satistied I
"O\e h.r.

c to continue to build \)n our -trcngths.

We do not want to be an above averaae team .
rather the best baseball team possible!"
In the tough double-header against St. Joe's
Patchogue. Baruch lost one and won one. In
{hc first game. l.·krkin had the game-winning
nit once ugam. Joe Caradonna got the win.
('uradonna pitched a great game. considering
;1 is DrUISCLl ankle. lhe final score was 5-4.
!n the second game. the Statesmen lost a
hard-fought game ~-7. The game came dow n to
,i "bang-bang pia~ ,. at the plate. in English.
:,)[1~ Antonctte made a terrific slap down of a
"all h it towaru third. but the throw was
iust a
.
.iulc bit late at home plate.
:'hc team is f!uin~ an emotional high and
..:t)uJJ hav c .in exceptional season. At press
.irnc. the team is .f11J\
Webb. a team
. 1r1~
..... aaarnst
":i:c~ have <t;ri..'all:'- neaten in a douole header. 5-+ .ind 13-11 rile tcarns next home game is Oil
':iC Aprit :5 against .vlanhattanv illc at 4 Pfvl.
Please contact Ralph Sirianni at (212) 387; 274 for Information on the location' Corne
support) our Statesmen.

Baruch's Basketball Team
Is Honored in Con Edison Ad
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TOl\-10RROW STARTS TODAY At Con Edison. we believe that what vou learn todav is what
~. ou practice tomorrow. At the 35th Annual CUNY/Con Edison Basketb;11 Championships. student athletes from our City University colleges took to the court in an awesome display of talent.
h~rd ~\ork and team spirit. Tickets wac distributed to area youth groups. providing an opportuillt~ tor our ~ oungstcrs to learn the value of being a good sport and a team player. -:\'0 matter what
our k:ds do ~n life. we want them all to be all-stars. That's \\ hy we at Con Edislm support a varictv or athletic and cultural programs that give our kids their best shot at the future.

Jon Minner's" Commentary Corner
By Jon 'lin ners
l svlum .l rts /:-.1;[01'

i k)

~01

Rumor.... rurnor- rumor- .\ii there IS
these (1~\ s are rumors ueo;tlf1Cll to hun the
sports \\ mill 1r th-:~ :1;-: true ; Inrcr'u! I~ th.:::.:.renL ~ut ,( thc~ :ire. ;n:!\ be 'flt''-!:' !,n'! rC:1il~
,,\()rth \\ atcnll1~ an~ nwre
it !ouk" ilke l S \)t'fic!J.b "\d·nt \ !nce ( :~ner \)!1

\lBA televised games. C.lrtcr. heralJeJ as the
next Jordan. is secn as the "<.1\ it)r \)!' the In\\rat~d hasketball season. B~ pushing this gu~
do\\ n our throats. the :'\8.-\ hopi..'s to create a
superstar that \\ill ha\e us ooohing ilnd ahhhing so much that \\ e neell to --ee e\ er~ game
he is in. Of course. hnn~ll1~ him tn a liS tc~m
means more exposure than he 1S getting. on the .
lowly roronto Raptors. ivlore exposure means
higher ratings: at least in the minds of ?\BA
officials. No\;\-. ho\;\- "' i II rhe) g~t thiS buddll1g
superstar to the LS is a good question.
Carter is contractually obligat~d to the
Raptors until the 2002-2003 season. but \\ hat
does that really mean') Ho\\ many players contractually obi igated to a team have stayed \\ ith
that team? Throw a temper tantrum. choke the
coach or demand a trade, and that contract
means little. \V'ould the NBA find a \\ay to get
Carter off the Raptors? If it means better ratings, you bet they would. \Vhat this means is
that the NBA will be no better than the \\orld
of boxing.
This wouldn't be the last ti me the N BA \\ as

..ccuscd o t -orncthing. \\hen Patrick E\\ ing
"\<1S the > I crart rnck tor the Knicks, It '.\as

rumored that lr-!cotte~ was rigged so the
Knick s could get the DICk. \:0\\ whv would

:he~ do that and then di * k us

0\ cr in (he piavith stupid ottiC::lls and Jumbass rUiIn2S
\);: rreroS!erous fights that l'ccurred in those
,:;(.1m~ ...') Be1ie\c n1c.thc '\:8.-\ \\J~ not if'. in~ tt)
:,e!r th~ KnIck-. -

~)!T~ \\

'\;0\\. the~ ma~

he t~ In? to help Jordan t)ut a
link bit. .-\ccorJing to the Daily :\ews. the
'< B:\ ma) b~ t~ ll1g tt) rIg the draft so that the
\\. !/.ards, jordan's n-:\\ team. can get a h i£h
'rot in the draft. I can believe that. ~For ~ea;s.
,n;; \:8.-\. h<ls heen h..:iDinu. Jordan. ig~oring
'.\ ~iks, paimll1gs, anJ i~uis- so that he ~can b;
(,)nsldereJ the :'\B.Ys u.ri..';lt one. Sometimes I
\\lmde.:r ho\\ great he \\ouid have been if he
Jidn't have the ot1icials in his back pocket and'
Scottie Pippen helping hi'S ass out:
On to other ne\\ s. Let's talk about Pete Rose.
He made a \ er: interesting point the other day
in the ne\\ s. He said that if he was a dru~
addict. he would be allo\\ed back into basebaU
and given three more chances and his rehabilitation \\ould ha\ e been paid for by Major
League Baseball. He is correct. Blamed for
gambling on baseball games. the man did
deserve another chance whether he did it or
n~t. and he probably did.
Still. everyone
deserves another chance. Bet on some games
and you are gone for life. Take crack, smoke a
blunt or snort some coke. and you are' given as
many chances as Bill Clinton. It would seem

.irug addict would be more dangerous on the
field than a gambler and also more detrimental
to the game. I f that is not so. then possibly. just
may be. a bigot would have a lifetime suspension as well. john Rocker got away with his
crap and Pete Rose is denied a chance at mak.;,
ing a ii\ ing at the oniy thing he knows how to
Jo well. for one mistake. The whole system
"ucks. The \ILB sucks. the playas' union
sucks. and John Rocker sucks too (you knew
that \\as coming).
In other baseball news. the Nlets played the
Cubs in Japan. It was the first time a Major
League Baseball team held opening day in
Japan. The only reason to do this \vas to make
money. Let's hope that this doesn't affect both
teams on their trips back. That wouldn't be fair
to lose a game because of jet lag. Still. it \vas
a good idea and, hopefully, it will be expanded upon.
Finany. going back to the well once too often.
I have decided to say something else about the
comments made by Bob DiNardo. This time, I
have something good to say. He made a comment about college being an institution for
higher learning. When I read in the paper that
Barkley was thinking about leaving the Red
Storm for the NBA at the end of the year, his
comment stuck in my head.
Because of some NCAA probe, Barkley has
decided to leave school and go to the NBA
with an incomplete education. He is missing
out on the higher education he deserves. It is
quite possible that he doesn't care for this edu-

I

cation. but that is unknown. so I have to point
the finger at the NCAA. First. they pimp their
players and then they accuse and point fingers
'.\ hile the players decide it isn't fair to be used
and abused and become easily tempted to take
money from various people to play for certaIn
warns or get certain Derks. \Vhat Barkley and
other NCAA player~ do is not wrong i~ mv
book. What is unfair is to make some;ne's lit~
so misaable that he decides to call it quits and
move on, forgetting about his education.
What is sick is that the NBA promotes this.
Shouldn't there be some rules put in place that
you have to finish college in order to play in
the NB~. I don't care about the whole idea
that \ve shouldn't deny people the right to
make money in a field thev can exce I in. \Vhat
happens when that field disappears? How
many players really think about their future?
How many make bad investments or purchase
everything and anything they can get their
hands on until they are broke. wishing they
stayed in school and got that education'!
. Instead of making rules about players acceptmg money. maybe rules should be set up to
make sure an education is more important.
College is an institution of higher learning.
That should be the case. but when sports takes
center stage over an education. we must really
sit down and ask ourselves what the hell is
wrong and how can we fix it? Until then, we
are doomed to a world where people care very
little about wllatgoes 01'1
rang as they are

as

making money. Later...
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